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ABSTRACT 
The main idea of this project is to develop Hybrid Active-Passive Solar 
Lighting System for domestic usage. The demand of electrical power for the lighting 
system keep increasing in the domestic area especially at house which cause more 
fossil fuel burning to produce more electricity. To reduce the power consumption 
from the conventional power supply, some of the lighting system can get power from 
the renewable energy such as Solar Energy. The project carries out the feasibility 
studies on solar energy characteristics to determine whether it is possible to use solar 
electricity for lighting system. The sustainability of solar energy has been a problem 
as the load demand is not proportional to solar radiation. Due to that, in photovoltaic 
application the storage is an important part in order to maintain the sustainability of 
energy supply and making the solar system reliable for domestic house usage. The 
solar lighting system also has electronics circuit to control the storage charging 
activity and turn on the lighting. Besides that, the project shows the design of 
domestic house roof model to utilize the Day Lighting. The output of this project is to 
provide effective and efficient solar lighting system. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
Solar is one of the energy sources for human life. The demands for the solar in 
electrical appliances are increasing and still continue because it can reduce the effect 
of Global Warming which increases the global temperature. The problem become as 
a serious issue in the world including Malaysia because of the effect human activities 
such as fossil fuel burning and deforestation. In Malaysia the main method used to 
generate electricity is by using fossil fuel and gases. Figure 1 shows the other sources 
uses in Malaysia to generate electricity. 
Figure 1 Resources Used for Electricity Generator in Malaysia 
During the process to generate electricity, the fuel and gases burning produce 
much carbon dioxide increasing the concentrations of greenhouse gases. This 
problem can be reducing by using other alternative energy to generate electricity such 
as Solar Energy. The radiation from the sun can generate electricity by using 
photovoltaic (PV) panel which is the new technology to convert solar energy directly 
into electricity. 
Lighting is one of the scopes that can be developed by using the solar energy 
as one of the electricity resources. In Ninth Malaysia Plan it is already stated that our 
country will invest more in developing renewable energy to reduce the burning of 
fuel and gases source. In domestic homes, they mainly use conventional lighting such 
as fluorescent lamps as light sources. This project will use the photovoltaic panel to 
develop the new lighting system which can consumes less power at domestic house. 
The history of lighting system start with filament bulb as a first generation of 
lighting and then it develops into fluorescent lighting. The existing Fluorescent 
Lighting System at home consumes so much power to operate which is around 18- 
40W. The others type of fluorescent lighting commonly used by domestically are 
Compact Fluorescent Lighting (CFL) bulbs which consumed 15W. Although it 
consume less power than tube fluorescent bulbs, it is not safe to human body because 
it does not have prismatic diffusers to filter Ultra Violet (UV) radiation. 
There is a need for efficient solar lighting system and new technology in 
lighting such as a good solution is LED. This LED lighting system is more efficient 
to produce light source and it consume less power than conventional lighting. The 
solar lighting system in this project is a stand alone with the solar cell and the storage. 
It will turn on depending with the day lighting intensity and solar cell charging the 
storage automatically. In this study solar LED lighting system will be combined with 
Day lighting to develop Hybrid Active-Passive Solar Lighting System. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Malaysia is located at equator which has average six hours sunny day for 
daily. The radiation from the sun to the earth can achieve the maximum value until 
1000 W/m2 (1] and in Malaysia it can be around 800W/m2 because the factor of cloud 
diffusion. The solar energy can be develop and maximize their usage in Malaysia 
based on the lighting system by implementing photovoltaic panel to operate the 
lighting system around the domestic house. 
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Lighting is one of the important things in human life to illuminate the dark 
area. The conventional lighting system uses fluorescent lamps which consume high 
power to operate and not good for human health because it content mercury. The 
electricity which is generated based on fossil fuels can be a waste for lighting because 
it can be used for other more useful. The fluorescent lamps can be replaced with other 
alternative lighting which has low power consumption because the load with lower 
power can make the solar lighting system more sustainable and reliable. The sunlight 
(Day Lighting) also can be utilized as a light source to illuminate house area. 
1.3 Objective 
The objectives of this project are as follows: 
1. To carry out feasibility studies on the possibility of using solar electricity for 
domestic lighting. 
2. To design LED based lighting system to implement in a system where 
electricity is generated by using solar cells. 
3. To design and develop Hybrid Active-Passive Solar Lighting System for 
domestic usage. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
The area of study for this project will be divided to 3 parts: the solar panel, the 
electronic circuit to control the solar lighting system and the house roof design to 
utilize day lighting. For solar panel, it is crucial to understand the concept of solar 
geometry and PV sizing but the actual focus should be the storage. The scope of 
study covers: 
" Solar Geometry 
" The efficiency of solar panel 
" The sizing of battery storage and solar panel 
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For the electronics circuit, it is needed to design the automatic charge 
controller and LDR switching circuit to control the solar lighting system. Due to that, 
the design should be tested to make sure it can be operated by people with limited 
engineering ability. The study that needs to be covered is: 
" The concept of automatic charge controller and switching circuit 
" The purpose of charge controller circuit 
" The suitable range of voltage for battery 
" The study of LDR sensor and voltage regulator 
The last part of this project is to study the house roof design for passive 
lighting concept. It needs to design the model by using AutoCAD software and 




2.1 Energy from Sun 
The sun is a sphere of intensely hot gaseous matter which has a diameter of 
1.39 109m and the average distance from earth is about 1.5,1011m. The sun has an 
effective blackbody temperature of 5762K while the central interior regions is 
variously estimated at 8, ý 106 to 40 , 106 K [1]. The solar energy radiated from the sun 
consists of beam radiation and diffuse radiation. The beam radiation is received from 
the sun without having been scattered by the atmosphere that means the radiation is 
directly from the sun while diffuse radiation received from the sun after its direction 
has been changed by scattering by the atmosphere. 
The radiation emitted by the sun and its spatial relationship to the earth result 
in a nearly fixed intensity of solar radiation outside of the earth's atmosphere. The 
solar constant, G, c, is the energy from the sun which measure in per unit time. It 
received on a unit area of surface perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the 
radiation, at the earth's mean distance from the sun and outside of the atmosphere. 
Recently, the solar constant had to be estimated from ground based 
measurement of solar radiation after it had been transmitted through the atmosphere 
and thus in part absorbed and scattered by components of the atmosphere. The 
measurements were made with a variety of instruments in nine separate experimental 
programs. One of the instruments they use is `Pyrheliometer'. They resulted in a 
value of the solar constant, G,,, of 1353 W/m2 [1]. 
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2.2 Photovoltaic (PV) Modules 
The photovoltaic effect was discovered in 1839 by French physicist A. E. 
Becquerel. But the first solar cell was developed in 1883 by Charles Fritts which 
produce 1% efficiency [2]. This technology kept developing until there is three 
generation of solar panel or photovoltaic panel. The first generation using crystalline 
silicon and vacuum deposition which limit the efficiency up to 31%. The second 
generation uses a thin film that produces from cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper 
indium gallium selenide, amorphous silicon and micromorphous silicon, while the 
third generation is the improvement from the thin film that can produce efficiency 
between 30-60% [2]. The following are some of the photovoltaic modules. 
2.2.1 Monocrystalline 
This is the oldest and more expensive production technique, but it is also the 
most efficient sunlight conversion technology available which is 10-13%. 
Monocrystalline Silicon has a single and continuous crystal lattice structure with 
practically zero defects or impurities. These panels are easily identifiable, made up of 
uniformly stacked rounded cells. Because they're made from just one crystal, not 
multiple crystals fused together, the process of making them is very complex and 
costly. This means that every panel will cost more. However that increased cost is 
buying additional efficiency, meaning that one panel will produce more power than 
the lower priced options. The lifespan of a monocrystalline cell is a minimum of 25 
years and can be more than 50, making them a worthwhile investment for long term 
use. These panels retail at between USD 10.00 and USD 11.00 per watt [17]. Figure 2 








Figure 2 Monocrystalline Silicon Module 
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2.2.2 Polycrystalline 
A polycrystalline solar panel module is made from a block of silicon that has 
multiple crystals. These panels are square in shape, and may have a surface that 
looks somewhat like a mosaic. That is because of all the different crystals that make 
up the module, Polycrystalline solar modules are less efficient than those made from 
a single crystal. However, they are much simpler to produce, and cost far less to 
manufacture. This makes them much less expensive for buyers. These panels retail at 
between USD8.50 and USD9.50 per watt and lower lifetime 10-25 years with 
efficiency 9-12% [17]. 
Polycrystalline solar panel modules could put solar power into the hands of 
people who could not afford the monocrystalline cells. The main advantage of 
Polycrystalline Silicon over other types of silicon is that the mobility can be orders of 
magnitude larger and the material also shows greater stability under electric field and 
light-induces stress. This allows far more complex, high-speed electrical circuit that 
can be created on the glass substrate along with the amorphous silicon devices which 
are still needed for their low-leakage characteristics. Figure 3 shows the 
polycrystalline silicon module: 
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Figure 3 Polycrystalline Silicon Module 
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2.2.3 Amorphous Silicon 
Amorphous silicon (a-Si) is the non-crystalline allotropic form of silicon. The 
cells have a uniform typically black appearance. This silicon material is vaporized 
and deposited on glass or stainless steel. An amorphous silicon module costs the 
lowest than the two modules discussed above, with an efficiency of 6-8% and life 
time of up to 10 years. Aside from being low-cost, amorphous silicon can be 
produced at a lower temperature and can be deposited on low-cost substrates. It has 
been use in portable items such as pocket calculators for many years but it has only 
been since about 1998 that they have become available on rooftops. This type of 
module retails for about USD 10.00 per watt [17]. Figure 4 shows the amorphous 
silicon module: 
Figure 4 Amorphous Silicon Module 
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2.3 Conventional Lighting System 
The fluorescent lamp design, which has fallen mostly by the wayside, used a 
special starter mechanism to light up the tube. Diagram below is shown how this 
system works. 
Figure 5 Fluorescent Lighting System[4] 
When the power supply is turned on, the path of least resistance is through 
bypass circuit, and across the starter switch. In this case, the current passes through 
the electrodes on both ends of the tube. These electrodes are simple filaments which 
are the same one used in a filament light bulb. When the current passes through the 
bypass circuit, electricity heats up the filaments. This boils off electrons from the 
metal surface, sending them into the gas tube, ionizing the gas. 
At the same time, the electrical current sets off an interesting sequence of 
events in the starter switch. The conventional starter switch is a small discharge bulb, 
containing neon or some other gas. The bulb has two electrodes positioned right next 
to each other. When electricity is initially passed through the bypass circuit, an 
electrical arc, which is a flow of charged particles jump between these electrodes to 
make a connection. This arc lights the bulb in the same way a larger arc lights a 
fluorescent bulb. 
The power 40W use to energize the ballast before the ballast injects the high 
current to the fluorescent tube when the starter opens to produce arc lights. This will 
increase the power consumption in the house. The mercury inside the fluorescent 
lamp is also not good for human and environment. Figure 6 shows the conventional 







Figure 6 (a) Compact Fluorescent Light 18W, (b) Conventional Fluorescent 
Light 36W 
2.4 Measurement Unit for Light 
The lux (lx) is the SI derived unit of illuminance or illumination. It is equal to 
one lumen per square meter. For example, sunlight on average day ranges from 
32000 to 100000 lux [5]. Lumens measure "luminous flux". This is a measure of the 
total number of packets or quanta of light produced by a light source such as a globe 
or fluorescent tube. This is the "quantity" of light emitted by the light source. The 
value of lux tells us how many lumens needed to light up our house. 
An illuminance of 500 lux might be possible to achieve in a home kitchen 
with a single fluorescent light fixture with an output of 1200 lumens. To light a 
factory floor with dozens of times the area of the kitchen would require dozens of 
such fixtures. Thus, lighting a larger area with the same number of lux requires a 
larger number of lumens. 
The difference between the lux and the lumen is that the lux takes into 
account the area over which the luminous flux is spread. 1000 lumens, concentrated 
into an area of one square meter, lights up that square meter with an illuminance of 
1000 lux. The same 1000 lumens, spread out over ten square meters, produce a 
dimmer illuminance of only 100 lux [5]. 
Next is about watts versus lumens produced. This is a difficult one because 
the wattage of a light source refers to the power consumed to drive the source while 
lumen refers to the brightness of that source as the human eye perceives it. The 
wattage of course would be the sum of the heat generated as well the energy of the 
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light emitted. Basically the lumens per watt for fluorescent lamp are lower than LED 
lighting. That means the conventional lamp produce more heat than LED lighting. 
The standard lux levels for several locations are given in the appendix section. 
2.5 LED (Light Emitting Diode) 
A light-emitting diode (LED) is an electronic light source. The first LED was 
built in the 1920s by Oleg Vladimirovich Losev [6], a radio technician who noticed 
that diodes used in radio receivers emitted light when current was passed through 
them. The LED was introduced as a practical electronic component in 1962. All early 
devices emitted low-intensity red light, but modern LEDs are available across the 
visible, ultraviolet and infrared wavelengths, with very high brightness. 
LEDs are based on the semiconductor diode. When the diode is forward 
biased, electrons are able to recombine with holes and energy is released in the form 
of light. This effect is called electroluminescence and the colour of the light is 
determined by the energy gap of the semiconductor. The LED is usually small in area 
which is less than 1 mm2 with integrated optical components to shape its radiation 
pattern and assist in reflection. One LED consumes current around 20mA [6]. 
LEDs present many advantages over traditional light sources including lower 
energy consumption, longer lifetime, improved robustness, smaller size and faster 
switching. Therefore, the LED can be a good load to develop a sustainable and 
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Figure 7 Parts and Inner Working of an LED[6] 
Like a normal diode, the LED consists of a chip of semiconducting material 
impregnated, or doped with impurities to create a p-n junction. As in other diodes, 
current flows easily from the p-side, or anode, to the n-side, or cathode, but not in the 
reverse direction. Charge carriers electrons and holes flow into the junction from 
electrodes with different voltages. When an electron meets a hole, it falls into a lower 
energy level, and releases energy in the form of a photon [6]. 
The wavelength of the light emitted, and therefore its colour, depends on the 
band gap energy of the materials forming the p-n junction. In silicon or germanium 
diodes, the electrons and holes recombine by a non-radioactive transition which 
produces no optical emission, because these are indirect band gap materials. The 
materials used for the LED have a direct band gap with energies corresponding to 
near-infrared, visible or near-ultraviolet light. 
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2.6 Day Lighting 
Day lighting refers to the level of diffuse natural light coming from the 
surrounding sky dome or reflected off adjacent surfaces. Day lighting can be a very 
effective light source, even on the most dark and overcast day. It levels can also be 
quite variable and depend on the amount or type of cloud in the sky and the time of 
day. However, there exist a range of mathematical models that allow the calculation 
of how bright different parts of the sky will be under different sky conditions. Light 
and heat normally come together, however the amount of heat produced by different 
lights for the same lighting intensity can vary significantly. It turns out that, in terms 
of the number of lighting lumens per watt of heat energy, diffuse daylight is about 5 
times more efficient than a normal incandescent bulb and as much as twice as 
efficient as a fluorescent tube. In a typical office building, turning the lights off and 
substituting daylight alone can reduce overall heat loads by as much as 40%, 
principally by reducing over-illumination near peripheral windows [7]. 
Table I Efficiency of Various Forms of Daylight and Electric Lamps [7] 
Light Source Efficiency 
(lumens/Watt) 
Direct Sun (low altitude) 90 
Direct Sun (high altitude) 117 
Direct Sun (mean altitude) 100 
Diffuse Sky (clear) 150 
Diffuse Sky (average) 125 
Global (average of sky and sun) 115 
Incandescent (150 W) 16-40 
Fluorescent Tube (40 W) 50-80 
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Table 1 shows that the luminous efficiency of direct sunlight is greater than 
that of most commonly used electric alternatives. However, it is also considerably 
brighter so it will introduce significant heat gains if allowed to enter the building 
directly at the wrong time of year. Obviously in many climates this heat gain may be 
welcomed in winter. This requires the careful use of shading devices and light 
diffusers to properly protect against direct summer sun penetration whilst distributing 
natural light deep into each space. The selection of glass type is also an important 
factor. 
There are many ways to allow natural light into the spaces within a building. 
Vertical windows are the most commonly used type of day lighting system. Many 
rooms have windows only on one side, however light levels fall off quite quickly as 
you move deeper into the space. But this problem can overcome by putting window 
in the both side like shown below. 
Sunlight 
Figure 8 Window Design for Day Lighting[7] 
Sunlight 
Besides windows, other designs include the skylights concept. These designs 
are apertures cut through the roof of a building. Whilst skylights give excellent 
daylight levels, it is difficult to control the direct beam solar radiation from the Sun 
when it is directly overhead. Angled louvers or some other form of seasonally 
adjustable shading must therefore be used, especially in hot climates. Figure 9 shows 
the skylight design concept. 
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Sunlight 
Figure 9 Skylight Design for Day Lighting[7] 
2.7 Concept of Hybrid Active-Passive Solar Lighting System 
The project proposes the concept of Hybrid Active-Passive Solar Lighting 
System to develop high energy efficient which reduces the usage of energy produce 
by the fossils source. Passive lighting comes from sunlight while active lighting is 
produced by the solar lighting system. During the day time, people can utilize 
sunlight as a light source by opening their window. In the future, the house design in 
Malaysia can be consider skylight or window concept for utilize day lighting. 
Nowadays, the window can use photochromic glass which absorb the sun radiation 
and remove the sunlight glare in any house area. This glass can also reflect the ultra 
violet (UV) radiation and reduce the heat from go through inside the house. The 
photochromic glasses become darkens automatically with the sun and lighten at dusk. 
So, this is one of the solutions to reduce the global warming issues that the world 




Figure 10 (a) Normal Glass (b) Photochromic Glass [13] 
2.8 Environmental and Health Concerns 
The fluorescent light bulbs contain mercury, which emits Ultra Violet (UV) 
radiation when it is electrically excited. This UV radiation similar to outdoor 
exposure levels on a sunny day. British's Health Protection Agency now recommend 
that people should not be closer than 30 centimeters from the fluorescent light bulb 
for more than one hour per day [8]. This UV radiation can cause eczema, dermatitis, 
headache, eyestrain, increased stress and fatigue. This mercury can be released into 
the environment if the bulb is accidentally broken in the home, incinerated, or 
disposal at a landfill. For example, it will flow to the river and cause water pollution. 
That is why the government needs is proper procedure to dispose it. The cost to 




3.1 Project Identification 
3.1.1 Project Flow 
This project, follow the methodology that shows the each detailed activities 
and its expected duration to be completed. The project started with choosing the title 
and sketching the expected outcome based on knowledge gathered from literature 
review. This project is divided into two parts; the research in solar geometry and 
research of solar lighting system. For solar geometry part, it involves in collecting 
solar radiation data at Tronoh and calculation of data in order to sizing the solar panel 
and battery storage. 
Solar lighting system part was divided to two sections; Passive Lighting and 
Active Lighting. For passive lighting, it needed to design the house roof model to 
utilize day lighting as a light source. Active lighting, it involves the design of LED 
lighting, charge controller and LDR switching circuit. This circuitry will be tested 
and modify until it can functional properly. Finally, the prototype will be assembled 
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3.1.2 Gantt Chart 
The project flow is according to the schedule. This project completed the 
calculation to size the solar panel and battery storage, the design of charge controller 
and switching circuit. For this project, the Gantt Chart is shown in the appendix 
section. 
3.2 Hardware and Software Required 
During the process of this project, it uses several software and hardware to 
build and design the prototype and wrote the report progress. At Table 2 and Table 3 
as show the hardware or tools and software use respectively. 
Table 2 Hardware / Tools 
No Name Description 
1 Lux Meter To measure the lamp intensity. 
2 Solder Equipment To solder the electronic components on the 
veroboard. The equipment including the sucker 
and soldering iron. 
4 Digital Multimeter To measure the value of resistors, capacitors, 
voltage and current. 
5 Vero board To connect the entire electronic component. It 
very light if want to compare with breadboard. 
6 Saw and Glue To do the house model. 
7 UTP Solar Tracker To measure the solar radiation at Tronoh. 
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Table 3 Software 
No Name Description 
I HOMER The software use to simulate the solar system 
connectivity and take the reading for the solar 
radiation. 
2 Microsoft Word The most useful software for writing the report 
like proposal, progress report and final report. 
3 Microsoft Power Point The software to make a slide show for 
presentation. 
4 PSpice Student This software we use to design the circuit and do 
simulation. 
5 AutoCAD This software use to design the 3D house model. 
3.3 The Circuit Components 
The circuit has been divided to 2 parts; the charge controller circuit and LDR 
switching circuit. The charge controller circuit connected between solar panel and 
battery storage while LDR switching circuit connected between battery storage and 
the LED lighting. Table 4 and Table 5 below show the components use to construct 
the charge controller and LDR switching circuit respectively. 
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Table 4 Charge Controller Circuit Components 
NO COMPONENT QUANTITY 
1 Solar Panel 20W 1 
2 Sealed Lead Acid Battery 12V 1.3Ah 1 
3 Electrolyte Capacitor Ig 2 
4 Electrolyte Capacitor 100µ 2 
5 Voltage Regulator 7815 1 
6 Resistor 33052 1 
7 Red LED 1 
8 Zener Diode 5W 1 
9 Diode 1N4001 I 
Table 5 LDR Switching Circuit Components 
NO COMPONENT QUANTITY 
1 LDR Sensor 1 
2 Resistor IOkO 2 
3 Resistor 47052 2 
4 Resistor 1.6k52 1 
5 Resistor 1k52 1 
6 IC LM741 1 
7 Red LED 1 
8 Transistor 2N3904 1 
9 Electrolyte Capacitor 22Oµ I 
10 Relay 12V I 
11 Potentiometer 1Ok52 1 
12 Diode 1N4001 I 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Measurement of Solar Radiation at UTP 
In this project, the Tronoh area is taken as a research area to develop the 
Hybrid Active-Passive Lighting System because the Tronoh area exposes with the 
much more sunlight radiation. One of the factor this area highly expose to the 
sunlight because it located near with the sea. The solar radiation was measured by 
using the Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) Solar Tracker. 
Figure 12 Solar Insulation Measuring Device 
The solar radiation data taken like has shown in the Figure 13. The data 
collected is solar global radiations which are the total sum of radiation of beam and 
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Figure 13 Graph of Solar Global Radiation (W/m2) collected on 24h 
January 2010 
From the data collection, the average solar radiation at Tronoh area is around 
949.72W/m2/h. The highest reading for solar radiation is 12.00 pm until 01.00 pm. So 
that's, the solar lighting system need the battery storage to store the solar energy and 
the solar radiation reading can be use to sizing the photovoltaic panel. 
4.2 Sizing Photovoltaic (PV) Panel 
To sizing the photovoltaic panel, it needs to know the power rating for the 
battery storage. In this project prototype was use sealed lead acid battery with rating 
12V, 1.3Ah which the power rating equal to 15.6 Watts as a storage. So, the output 
power for the photovoltaic panel must be higher than 15.6 Watts to charging the 
battery. For the sizing, assume that 20 Watts output power need to produce by the 
photovoltaic panel because the power produce need to be bigger than the storage 
power. In the market the good solar cell efficiency is around 25% which is for 
Siemens photovoltaic panel [11]. By using that data, the area of the photovoltaic 
panel can be calculated. Figure 14 shows the sealed lead Acid battery. 
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Figure 14 Battery Sealed Lead Acid 12V 1.3A 
The output power needed = 20W 





x100=25% Pin 949.72W XA 
So, the area is: 
Area, A= 
20W 
= 0.0842m2 0.09m2 949.72W x 0.25 
The area of photovoltaic can be reducing if the panel efficiency increases. Below is 
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Figure 15 The Relationship Between Photovoltaic Efficiency (%) and Its 
Area (m2) 
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4.2.1 Efficiency Calculation for Photovoltaic Panel 20W 
However, in this project use a polycrystalline photovoltaic panel 20W which 
is manufactured by China for the prototype. Below is showing the efficiency 
calculation for the photovoltaic panel prototype. 
Photovoltaic panel area: 0.28m x 0.55m = 0.154m2 
Maximum power output of the photovoltaic panel: 20W 
Maximum Solar Radiation: 1111.54W/m2 
P-. - Efficiency, n= ""` x 100 =x 100 = 11.68% Pý 1111.54W/mz x 0.154m2 
Figure 16 Solar Panel 20W 
Based on the calculation, it proves that the solar panel efficiency is 11.68% which is 
in the range of the real efficiency for polycrystalline PV (9-12%). 
20W 
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4.3 Hybrid Active-Passive Solar Lighting System 
Active lighting is automatically on if the day lighting intensity reduce because 
of cloud for example raining day. This active light source produces by solar lighting 
system which the type of lighting use will discuss in the next topic. The lighting 
operation is control by the LDR sensor circuit. It will switch on when the sunlight 
intensity reduce. Below is the block diagram to show how the Hybrid Active-Passive 






















Figure 17 Block Diagram for the Hybrid Active-Passive Solar Lighting 
System 
In the day time, the system use passive lighting more than active lighting and 
the solar energy will store in the battery storage. The active lighting will turn on if 
suddenly the sky becomes cloudy. While for the night time, the intensity of 
moonlight is lower than sun, so the system will use active lighting to illuminate the 
house by using the power store in the battery storage. This system has a higher energy 
efficient to produce light in the house. 
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4.4 Design of LED Based Lighting System 
In this project, it develops an alternative lighting to use along side with the 
solar system. This lighting is made by using the array of brightness white LED which 
connected parallel with each other. The design connected parallel because if one LED 
breakdown, the others still operate. There are many advantages if use LED as lighting 
for solar system. For example the power rating consume by the lighting. Table 6 
below is shown the comparison power rating between the LED and with other 
conventional lighting. 
Table 6 Power Rating for Lighting 
Type of Lighting Power, Watts (W) 
a) Compact Fluorescent Light 23W 
b) DC Energy Saving Lamp 18W 
c) Conventional Fluorescent Light 40W 
d) LED Lighting 5W 
Based on the power rating, it shows that LED consumes less power than other 
lightings. There are many other advantages if the solar system use LED as active 
lighting source. It can increase the energy efficiency of the solar lighting system and 
reduce the heat produce by the conventional lighting. In the actual testing this LED 
consume current 1.04A at voltage 5V. So the total power equal to 5W. Figure 18 is 
shown the LED that develops in this project and the comparison of intensity level 
between it with the others type of lighting. 
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Figure 18 LED Lighting 5W 
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ýtiýýr . 
Compact Fluorescent light 
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3 
Figure 19 Intensity Level of Lighting Vs Distance from the Working Plane 
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Based on Figure 19, there shown that the LED intensity level is mostly equal 
to the conventional fluorescent lighting in illuminate dark working plane. During the 
measurement, the Lux Meter was put with starting distance 1 meter from the light 
source and then increasing the distance. In the picture below can be seen that the LED 
lighting cover small angle then fluorescent lamp but it consume less power which can 
make the solar lighting system more energy efficient. This also can be improving in 
the future when the brighter LED will be developing. 
Compact Fluorescent Light LED 
Figure 20 Comparison on Illuminate Dark Area 
4.5 Design of House Roof Concept for Passive Lighting 
In this project is proposing the design of house roof to utilize the Day 
Lighting which uses the direct sunlight as a light source. In the design, it use the 
windows roof concept which using the photocromic glass. This glass can changes 
automatically from clear to a dark tint when the sunlight shines on it. The glass also 
can reflect the ultra violet radiation. Below is shown the design concept done by 
using the AutoCAD software and the real house roof model. 
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Figure 21 Design of House Roof by Using AutoCAD 
Figure 22 House Roof Model that Show Window Roof Concept to Utilize 
Day Lighting 
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4.6 Circuitry for Active Solar Lighting System 
4.6.1 Solar Regulator Circuit 
Uý .................... .............. 
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Figure 23 Solar Regulator Circuit 
The electricity produced by the photovoltaic panel is always fluctuating 
because the level of sunlight radiation is not constant. So, before connecting the solar 
panel to the battery storage it will go through the voltage regulator which also acts as 
a charge controller. The circuit design by using voltage regulator LM7815C which 
can produce 15V positive output voltage. It was been selected because the input 
voltage to charge battery 12V need to be higher than 12V. The diode D4 function is 
to stops current from flowing out of the battery and back into the circuit while the 
LED use as a indicator that the circuit is functioning. The zener diode, D2 clamps the 
voltage at 14.3V. If the batteries are fully charged the solar panel will try to bring 
them above 14.3V. So, to make sure batteries is not over charged, the extra energy is 
release as heat in the 5W rated zener. 
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4.6.2 LDR Switching Circuit 
The active solar lighting system is control automatically by using IC LM741 
and light sensor which is LDR (Light Dependent Resistor). This circuit is connecting 
between battery and the LED. The circuit like shown below. 
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Figure 24 LDR Circuit for Switching Control 
The relay 12V will be closed only when no light falls on LDR sensor. 
However, in testing this circuit proved to work very well with the user able to adjust 
the potentiometer (P1) to automatically close the relay at whatever light level they 
chose. This switching control can increase the energy efficiency of the system 
because in only on the active lighting source automatically when the house areas 




4.7 Prototype Battery Sizing 
One of the important parts in solar lighting system is the battery storage 
because to make sure the system more reliable to supply power to the load. For the 
prototype it use Sealed Lead Acid Battery 12V 1.3Ah and the power rating for the 
load (LED Lighting) is 5W. Below is shown how many hours the load can sustain to 
operate. 
The current consume by LED: 
Load Power, W 5W 
= 0.42A Current, I= Voltage, V= 12W 
Operating Hours: 
Battery Ampere Hour, Ah 
_ 
1.3Ah 
= Hours = LED Current, l 0.42A - 
3.1Hours - 3Hours 
From the calculation, the battery can supply power continuously for 3 hours to 
operate the solar LED lighting system. Figure below show that the operating hours 
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Figure 25 Relationship between Battery Ampere Hour (Ah) and Operating 
Hours. 
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4.7.1 Experimental to Measure the Battery Discharging Rate 
The experiment has been conducted to prove that the battery (12V, 1.3Ah) 
using for the prototype can continuously operate with LED lighting for 3 hours which 
based on the calculation. The voltage of the battery was taken every 15 minutes and 
the load was setup like shown below. 
Figure 26 Discharging Circuit 
15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 
Time (minutes) 
Figure 27 Discharging Graph 
From the experiment prove that the battery storage can power up the LED 
lighting within 3 hours continuously. The voltage drop is still in the battery tolerance 
(+/- 20%) which is between 14.4V - 9.6V. So that, the battery must store power as 
much as possible from the photovoltaic panel and this battery need to be maintain to 











4.8 Energy Saving Calculation 
By using the LED lighting in solar lighting system it can conserve a lot of 
energy. Below is a show the energy that can be save if the Hybrid Active-Passive 
Solar Lighting System is implementing at domestic area to replace the conventional 
lighting. 
Power rating for Compact Fluorescent Light: 23W 
Power rating for LED Lighting: 5W 
Energy save, 23W - 5W = 18W. 
In Z year, assume that 
1. Operating hours = 12 hours 
2. Operating days = 365 days 
Total energy saving for the LED Lighting is: 
18W x 12hours x 365days = 78.84kW/year 
So, if 100 normal Compact Fluorescent Light 23 W is replaced with LED Lighting, 
total energy savings is: 
78.84kW/year x 100 = 7.88MW/year 
From the result, that proves the Hybrid Active-Passive Solar Lighting System is 
efficient in term to saving the energy generate from the fossil fuels. This concept can 
be implementing for the future domestic house development. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
This project has covered various works of study. Starting for the part of solar 
geometry, followed by the study of day lighting house design, the types of solar 
panel, the concept of conventional lighting implement at domestic house, the charge 
controller circuit, the LDR switching circuit, solar panel and battery sizing. Solar 
geometry is important to get a maximum solar energy to be stored to in battery. The 
study of day lighting house designs is also an important part of this project to utilize 
the solar radiation as a light source during day time. 
The concept later has been used to develop the Hybrid Active-Passive Solar 
Lighting System based on LED lighting for domestic usage. The house model 
prototype which was implemented the window and skylight concept show that it can 
utilize the day lighting as a light source. The charge controller circuit and LDR 
switching circuit work properly when assemble together with the LED lighting. The 
charge controller charges the battery automatically when the battery voltage drop and 
the LDR switching circuit automatically on the LED lighting when the surrounding 
area become dark. With the system installation, the battery is predicted to maintain its 
lifetime for at 5 years under the temperature 33°C while the solar panel is around 20 
years. This project hopefully can give a great contribution in helping to make solar as 
major alternative in the future. Finally, the objectives of this project were achieved. 
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5.2 Recommendation 
This project can be modified and improved for the future to increase the 
system efficiency. For example, in the future it will be develop a brighter white LED 
and consume less power can be developed to replace the LED lighting used in this 
project. This system can be more energy efficient if a solar panel with higher 
efficiency is used because more solar radiation can be converted to electricity with 
the small area of solar panel. 
The LDR switching circuit can be upgraded by using occupancy sensor which 
will turn on the active solar lighting system automatically when if senses a movement 
inside the house [19]. This LDR sensor can be used together with this occupancy 
sensor to increase the performance of Hybrid Active-Passive Solar Lighting System. 
The passive lighting can also be modified using fiber optic to distribute the sunlight 
inside the house or implement the skytube design to illuminate the dark area. 
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APPENDIX B 
Standard Lux Levels at Industry and Working Area 
Lux Level(lx) Area 
20 1. Outdoor storage area 
40 1. Corridor 
2. Passageways 
50 1. Parking 
2. Security 
80 1. Warehouse involving search & retrieval tasks 
2. Stairs 
100 1. Substation 
160 1. Entrance halls 
2. Foyers 
3. Waiting Rooms 
4. Canteens 
5. Machine shop general work bench 
6. Interior-Rough work 
7. Recreation Play 
240 1. Counters 
2. Kitchen (food preparation area) 
320 1. Offices 
2. Open Hearth 
400 1. Stores 
2. Machine shop high tolerance work bench 
500 1. Machine shop-Rough Work 
2. Rolling mills 
550 1. Material Handling 
2. Ordinary Manufacturing 
600 1. Electronic assembly work 
2. Jewellery & Watch repair 
750 1. Laboratory 
1000 1. Machine shop-Medium work 
2200 1. Highly difficult Manufacturing Tasks 
5000 1. Machine shop-Fine work 
7500 1. Most difficult Manufacturing Tasks 
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CUtDUI Ydtagi C bangt! dulr b fll. angPa n rtlNnal pmsgralWý mubt arnf r 1(1! " IiN(ign ra10 aw nraxttýd usrrp gili(r ticArpuis (lr ý ID ms. dulv cyClo" 5%) 
Gir 1akFn rnb'Count iraparalQIY 
Mc. w J: AbLdtdV t. l. unlum Rainrgi rWiUW I, mRi I, orv1(1'FMCý f: arcl. a{p b üti dB"rtp OU} 000Ur For glraaolcgd specrlicatOnS and Ito t05t cOndt. oni 59G E4C- 
mcal Cha'xtar tt ci 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Typical Performance Characteristics c nlinFd) 
Output Impedance Dropout Voltage 
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Physical Dimensions w,:. hes lnyIimeters, vn! t55 ocnsnn5e nots: l (Contrted) 
I- 
L. 
U.: CC ýJ.: C: 











FN "' ID 
/J 
1.0, -! C 
C. '34-0 IU __, 13.30 4 cs 
--I - J. 61t-0 I, (. 1211- 2 .7 31 - -ý 0.1: 7-J. i "G 
'A.: 5-]. _sI __-T- /I 
i 
OCý4 9A35 
I l1-1.4g' __ 
Irý 
C. t77-D_C77 C. t77-D_C77 
r. r0-I aa 
IYr 
T0-220 Package (T) 
Order Number LM7805CT, LMi812CT or LMT8I5CT 
NS Package 4umber T33B 
NGTICTJA_S PRODU_TS ARE r`OT AJTHC)RIZED FOR LASE AS CRITICAL CDVPCN\ETTS IN LIFE SU: lFORT 
DEVICES O SYSTEMS WITHOUT T-IE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROJPL OF THE PRESIDE14T AND GET\ERAL 
COUNSEL OF NATIONAL SETAIC_NDUC-OR CORFORATICN. AL uscd heroin: 
1 Lite support devices cr systems are dev ces or 
systems which. (a) are intended fr surgical implant 
Intc tie oo ty or (b' support of sustain lie. and 
.. hose failure to perform when prcperly used 
in 
accordance \. Ith Instructions for use provided In the 
labeling. can he rear. naoly expectarl to recut In a 
agnific? r Inj. rry to the t: ser 
ý 
MYJ(IUI jpmCýIICI. I: t? I 
( apcra'Ipl 
qn,. ýKat 
Tyl ". toý-: ': "cSKG 
Fa. I? qpT}"-*C 13 
Era . : coocný. xc corn 
wvw, wxa com 
nauoral sHrl<onmKtor 
Err<pa 
Fm N9 A t0-, %3C E5 67 
Erro1 aopowovotlgnu: Om 
DRrt5U1 -p1 . ay 01 t5 '. SDE 6? 06 
Erylsn 'al . d1 Or B70? t 0? 171 
Fry1;; 15 -fl . 33 Dr 141 91,2790 
2. A critical cZImponent is any corrpcrert of a life 
st. pport device or system ,i se failure to pe form 
can be -easonably expected tc ; aase the failure of 
t-ie life suFpcr. device or system. or to a'fec its 




Tor 6!.: 511456 
Fa< 65-? `. g3c6; 
ýrra i. aD aCDt+ti, nic G,, 
HiIUOJI SQnUCn: Iqpol 
Jpan Ud. 
d Et-}t'_J47`tC 









The Lf, 1741 scrips are gpnpral prupose operational amplti- 
ers Nhrch f¬alore improved performance over Industry stan- 
dards like the LM709 They are d rect. plug-in replacements 
for the 709C, LM201, MC1439 and 748 in most apphcations 
The amplifiers offer many features which make then appl, - 
catron nearly foolproof: overload protection on the input and 
Connection Diagrams 
M71. - rr[pW;. WJt 
M. cRraý nPU- 
Metal Can Package 
orrscl AAL 
V- 
NMG 1 .... 'H : P'"? li D'c 'Cr JY? F: ' '. 'Pr 
Order Number LM741H. LM741H/883 (Note 1). 
LM741AN1883 or LM741CH 
See NS Package Number H08C 
Ceramic Flatpak 









C. "r, " 
C'. flM 1 
ý. I'... 
Order Number L41741 W/883 
See NS Packa9e Number W1 0A 
Typical Application 
AL, p. js 2COO 
output. no latch-up when the common mode range is ex- 
ceeded. as well as freedom from oscillations. 
The LM741C is identical to the LM7411LM741A except : hat 
the LM741C has their performance guaranteed over aCC tc 
-70 C tem, eratwe rare. icstead of -55 C to +125 
C 
Features 
Dual-In-Line or S. O. Package 
C---*S[r N. 1 ýew 
ro1RleC MVr ,.. 
w"-ar44'w' 
IN-L, 
Order Number LM741 J. LM741 J1883. LM741 CN 
See NS Package Number J08A, M08A or N08E 
Otfset Nulling Circuit 
2004 r: afion%i C, oý ccn ýr. w C: pcua:. n A:, CC?, Jt 
7ITFuT 
w-6K nw, i0nnl com 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (No+e 2) 
It Military/Aerospace 6p. crti. d lt. vii: i+6 are re quired. 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ 
Distributor for availability and specifications. 
N: rtý 71 
LPA741A LM741 LM741C 
Supply Voltage ±22V +22V +1 BV 
Poser Dissipation (Nate 3) 50C m'N 500 MY., 5DO MIN 
Drtferential Input Voltage =30V =30V =30V 
Input Voltage (Note 4) x15V ±15V ±15V 
Output Short Circuit Duration Continuous Continuous Continuous 
Op rating Tpmppralurp Range -55 C to +125 C -55 C to +125 C 0C to +70 C 
Storage Temperature Range -65 C to +150 C -65 C to +150 G -65 C to +150 C 
unction Temperature 150 C 150 C 100 C 
F; Idering Intorrnni on 
N-Package (10 seconds) 260 C 260 C 260 C 
, l- or H-Package (10 seconds) 300 C 300 C 300 C 
M-Package 
Vapor Phase (60 seconds) 215 C 215 C 215 C 
Infrared (15 seconds) 215 C 215 C 215 C 
Spa AN-450 "Surface IAouri ng Method s and Their E'fact c n Product P il! ov'r', -f og other mathcds of 
soldering 
Surface mount devices 
E SO 7olor irk^e iNmp 61 400V 400V 400V 
Electrical Characteristics (IJ<te 5) 
Paranrwwr Conditions LM741A LIA741 LId741C Units 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ htax 
Input OHset VNtagp TA 25 C 
R. " 10kut 10 50 2.0 60 r-V 





R.; " 5012 40 rnV 
R.. 1G kl2 60 5 mV 
Average InputCrtf: fn 15 PV C 
Voltage Drift 
Input Offact Voka = 25 C V_ _ ==0''r 0 x15 -15 mV 
Ad, ustrriont Ranga 
Input OH; 4t Gunent T, = 25 C 3.0 30 20 200 20 200 nA 
T, :". Tr, T ,.,. i,. 
70 65 500 300 nA 
Average Input Offset 0.5 nA C. 
Cuirint Drift 
Input Bias Current T, 05 C 30 80 80 500 83 500 nA 
TA,,,., TA - TAMAA 0210 15 06 pA 
Incnd Resistance TA = 25 C. V., = =20V 1.0 60 0.3 20 03 2.0 1.0, .1 
TA,.,,., . TA " TAM,... 05 
V., _20V 
Input Voltage Range TA = 25 C =12 =13 V 
TA,,,., - TA . TAMAA =12 _13 v 
51 
Electrical Characteristics 5; !C cr: inc? i 
paranwtor ConditiolYC LI. 1731Q LE1741 Lf. 1741C Unit- 
Min Typ Max Mn n Typ Max Min Typ MAX 
LI, Iiý S ý; nal Vctnga Ga n T, = 25 C R, 2 kit 
_ =20V. Vr, = =15V 5.1 V mV 





V. __20V. Vo== 15V 32 . 
V. _ =15V. Vý _ =10V .5 'Y mY 
V. = x5V. V _ =2V 10 nV V. 
Ou! c.,! . :I: >r; lm V. = -20V 
Pt. 10 k! 1 ±16 " 
R 2ks1 t, 
V. =15V 
R 10:. _. =1a =12 
=11 V 
R . 2k;: =10 =13 =1C ='3 v 




TA TAIAAK 10 '0 fTrý 
Comm,:, n"hlocfa TA,,, ., TA 
TA. 
AAK 
Raect, cn Rata R., - 10 kSi. Vý V==12V 70 u; 
70 rý p- c3 
R, 5051. Vr-, A 12V 80 95 
co 
Supply Volt. npe RetectlOn T,.. ' TA TA, a. ti. 
Patio V: = c20V to V, _ =5V 
R, 50l1 86 96 
R. 10 kt2 77 96 77 06 c3 
TrlrE i. n1 RaSptnSe TA = 25 C. Unity Gain 
Rise Tinx+ 0.25 e. e 0.3 
prer6llopt 6C 20 5 
Bindwidth INCMe 51 TA = 25 C 0.437 15 
L1 iz 
Sle+; Rate TA = 25 C; ltndv &, w 03 07 0_5 0.5 
V tls 
5upply Cunent T = 25 C 1.7 26 
1.7 26 mA 
G'CAilr SCnSUIrp: lýn TA = 25 C 
V. _ =20V 80 150 
mVJ 
V. =15V -50 Eý 
65 mW 
LL-7.414, V. = `_20V 
TA = TA.... 165 mV'1 
TA = TA,. A, 1's5 mVl 
L1.1741 V. = e15V 
TA = TA,.., 50 10: 1 mW 
TA = TAx, A\ 45 75 mVJ 
NOW 2. a .: 'uts AL". xr-. "I^ 
GýSn;; ý7: ý: e Irrr.: C=Yer9 ww: ý:.. - ;'.: .:... .. -.. " .:: ur. 
O: t-a: rp Rýagt r7::: i :...: .5t: r n' .h 
Me:: ýIti I; 
.. . '? C. ý: nýt ; J: . i{ : CP: " Cer: rrr, r": p rr t, 
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Electrical Characteristics (NO+e 5) (c«ni7uea) 
"c"-:: 7...:: ncu [r: cc, r'115: DO 00"7tC* rod on ttgrr& rr. uaxc 3'1tl T, ra. ýc"c4 ý _., nccU. t: r.:.. m. rr 
Themwl Resistance Cerdip (J) DIP (N) HOa (H) S0-s (M) 
u,,, (, Amcvo n to Ambienl ) 100 0 1Y 10G C Vi 170 C vg, 195 C VJ 
n, - (JUnggn to Case) NA WA 25 CW NA 
Themwl Resistance 
11, (Junction to Ambotnt) 
D, ^ (JUnqipn 10 Case) 
N01i 4 .: t r;, ry i05.: ^Sn 21 51W. Nf D. -MAO ^Sx9y. m n7. f. >r; r.;;, t CAa 10 cc : I. LC 
NoNI c:: rc-"oc aGCafod doso st<clcstons Dptl, V. 
: Gto'ca; 4 : rt 6tr400t:: G- T" 7G 
Notz e ..:. ++tc4 . JA o 
f, -., E9: t. t.. z .: 3Sý c Tr ; 












.' . _i':: 
)i I'... : ("ciR"r1: lG: 
Schematic Diagram 
Cardip (J) 
100 C iY 
NA 
DIP (N) 
1 pp C 1Y 
WA 
HOa (H) 
I 70 C'1,, 
25 CW 
$0-s {M) 
195 C VJ 
NA 
: c, r. _V-: "CLL' c ", C:: 
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0.37C ü ;N 
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Ceramic Dua{-In"Line Package (J) 
Order Number LM741 J1883 
NS Packaffe Number JOGA 
eTf -Sw 
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.. ý, Y ý"ý ; 
Dual-In-Line Package (N) 
Order Number LIA741CN 







Physical Dimensions inchas (mdllma%rs) Unh55 Cth? rr: rse nctpa (continlz; u 
0.06D C1.273 YAT 
C. 055 p. 050 t C. 005 ý +{ ý. CO- w11. -rp 
1Yý C. 035 I 0.026 t0 s . 1p 
0. i 
e. ý . 
C. 470 VAX 0. D 
CLASS 0.236 
I 
J. J' 2 
+1 
j t ,r ----_ - 
ý 
0.3-Da 
rAll f O= 
DETAIL A 
o. tT 




riot (v e, 1CCwt II 
a. Q76 
ýý 
0.: 10 t II 
rr/ C. 016 9 C13 YAw lYF -º1 M- -s1 tr C. C 1: T`P 
10"Lead Ceramic Flatpak (W) 
Order Number L1,1741W; $83. LL17411YG-1,1PR or L61741Y1Gh663 
NS Package Number L91OA 
Nat"Onal dcns n; tassun"E any rE5Dýn5ibtl. ty tor use of any prcu'ry desOnbFd no c, rcut pater"t UCente, S7 rr'c. 2 anC : atlona rateazs 
1ne r Qnt at dny tine wfncut nnh_e 10 CnarQe said cnCl. it y a^d 5D'r: CNatio'S 
Fc, ' tn(. -rk:: st cun(. nt Groduct mlcrnatC: n v sr, us a: ". vV: 7: retiOnelcCrr 
LIFE SUPPORT POLICY 
NATIOhAL: PRODUCT, '- ARE NOT AUTHORIZE.. ) FOR USE AS CR TICA_ CO`. rPONENTS IN JFc SJPPOPT DEVICES OR SYCTE}. ' j 
WITHOUT THE EXPRE55 WRITTEN APPROVAL QF THE PRES'DEr;. ' A'.: ) G: NERAL CQhti: cL OF NAT, ONAL SEPdICOND: ' J,: F 
CORPORATION OS u>fd rarem 
LAe S(1DDOr1 621'tCeS or syttBrnS aro CIAV[Ct3s or Sy5lems 2. A Cntltal COmDCýent 15 a'ty' comportant of a 14 SU;.: ^ 
mtucn. (a) are vended tor surgical Implant Into the Way. or device or system wllose tdilure to perlorm C p. - t 
(bi support or sus! an Ile and whose ta6ure to perform Mien e1cP+ected to cause t, e failure of the He scF: < prc: krlY L. <, EU m <:.. ccr9ance vlrth nstruCbens lot use 5y5t: "n. J' "ý Bf `_' rc S"_ Y c' e""r. Ci°rc°. i 
P't": iýi: c n! "ýli. 'fýný : a^; i+rfdiCn. 't. 'ýexFeC: Ed; ore5u; 
na t"Q"tl.: n't in ýrý ! ýrtrir: u5"' 
BANNED SUBSTANCE COMPLIANCE 
rli, 1!. r. il ci"rtd ý "ha"'he F"r5rU: 15 an, FaC"<rnr "'r><ilEnF. l3 r^-. =.! 'Ir p -" ._. th2 ýýr_5': ^':. ' F'"il...: 'S 4ýc:... _. _ cCý: 
. ', cr, tCSP. 
p. I1 tC21 an0 In(. 6ant'1(. d 5u0. StanCE'S and tl'n; er als : erec; Gr; ; a; ron , 
C5 
. t' ýad; ontain nG En'{ r: c(c: tir: -t"' as det, r>Ed In CSP"9-11152 
`' Nýtiaýl6arwico. dvcto. WIro. ulSwni<onductor IlwotylSýni. <ondvcta r: ýtgnýlSýn, conducta Evopr Wtto. r+w Support Gntw fuý Pýufc Curttmw Japan Gntomw Supgfyt Cv, "... : N: Pq1 Cattw .. . 1t 0.19:. -21,3- Eb 51. "ppOrtCMMr ' a. ct"}"r, 3}; S_: 
rf'atBGC1`A'.: ýýL' : fR r-: - [_"tCý irrer .. "-. r -al, a: t.: ""p; rtr-s" ", n - ". a (; ntKCt": '. rats- 
.. 1.? "i_.. _-i: 
Sý 
. r., .... ..... .i 
.-.. 11 ,-2t: 
21 71 ' 
n.. r.., ý, Y. ý .n.. . r. ,... .. 








Solar Panel 20W 
I 
56 
Charge Controller 
